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Code completion is an editor service in IDEs that proposes code fragments for the user to insert at the caret
position in their code. Code completion should be sound and complete. It should be sound, such that it only
proposes fragments that do not violate the syntactic and static semantic rules of the language. It should
be complete, such that it proposes all valid fragments so that code completion can be used to construct all
programs. To realize soundness and completeness, code completion should be informed by the language
definition. In practice, the implementation of code completion is an additional effort in the implementation
of a language.

In this paper, we develop a framework for language-parametric semantic code completion for statically
typed programming languages based on their specification of syntax and static semantics, realizing the im-
plementation of a code completion editor service with minimal additional effort. The framework builds on
the SDF3 syntax definition formalism and the Statix static semantics specification language. The algorithm
reinterprets the static semantics definition to find sound expansions of predicates and solutions to name res-
olution queries in scope graphs. This allows a search strategy to explore the solution space and synthesize
completion proposals. The implementation of the strategy language and code completion algorithm extend
the implementation of the Statix solver, and can be used for any language defined in Statix. We demonstrate
soundness and completeness of the completion proposal synthesis, and evaluate its performance.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering→ Semantics.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: semantic code completion, semantics, constraint solving, name binding,
editor services, reference resolution, code completion
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1 INTRODUCTION

An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) assists programmers to produce high-quality code
by means of editor services such as syntax highlighting, code completion, code navigation, inline
error messages, and refactorings. Code completion is an editor service that allows the user to insert
a code fragment at the current caret position, by selecting it from a list of proposals provided by the
editor. This reduces typing, minimizes typing errors, helps the user find relevant code fragments,
aids in discovery by proposing possible syntax and references, and avoids incorrect API usage.
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Ideally, code completion should be sound. That is, it should take into account the syntactic and
static semantic rules of the programming language, to only propose syntax and references that do
not introduce additional compile-time errors at the caret position. Because code completion that
proposes nothing is trivially sound, it should ideally also be complete. That is, it should propose all
permissible syntax and references given the compile-time model of the program.

In practice, implementations of code completion generally are complete in terms of proposed
names, but vary in soundness. That is, they may propose names and syntax that are not correct in
the context of the caret position according to the syntactic and static semantic rules of the program.
For example, proposing names whose (return) type does not match the expected type at the caret
position, or proposing references that, when inserted, would inadvertently capture another name
than intended. We discuss more examples below.

Many code editors provide code completion out of the box. But to support a wide range of
programming languages, code completion is often either too generic or too specific and not gen-
eralizable. The simplest implementations of code completion, such as used in Notepad++, propose
all the words that are present in the current document or project without any regard for their se-
mantics or the context at the caret. This will propose keywords and identifiers equally, regardless
of whether the keywords are actually correct, whether declarations are actually reachable at the
caret position, and whether the proposed identifier inadvertently captures another name. While
this is language-agnostic, and thus easy to implement, it is also the least useful.

More advanced code completion implementations propose only references to declarations that
are reachable and visible from the caret position, according to the static semantic rules of the
language, and these are the most common form of code completion in IDEs. For example, Visual
Studio Code, Visual Studio, Eclipse, and IntelliJ use this kind of code completion by default for the
languages they fully support. While this does not prevent the user from inserting a reference of
the wrong type, it does allow the user to discover the available names. Additionally, inserting a
reference of the wrong type is often useful when the reference is used as the receiver of a chain of
method calls and field accesses.

Syntax-aware code completion, such as proposed by de Souza Amorim et al. [2016], propose
only syntax fragments that can be inserted at the caret position according to the syntactic rules of
the language. However, this approach does not take the semantics of the fragment into account,
allowing, for example, a Boolean and-expression to be inserted as the initializer for an integer
variable. Furthermore, syntactic code completion does not take the binding context into account
and does not propose references to actual variables and functions.

Type-directed development in languages such as Agda [Norell 2007] and Idris [Brady 2013]
uses programs with explicit holes to represent incompleteness. Completion commands can involve
proof search to determine valid proposals. Unfortunately, such proposals are not always guaran-
teed to be sound. Ideally, code completion in a static context proposes only syntax and references
that are valid according to both the syntactic and static semantic rules of the language. Selecting
any proposal provided by this code completion will not introduce any additional syntactic or static
semantic errors in the program.

Code completion is often reimplemented for each language and for each editor supporting that
language. Such implementations may require significant development effort, and vary in features,
soundness, and completeness. Instead, we would like to derive a sound and complete code comple-
tion editor service from the formal definition of a language automatically, to reduce development
effort and increase reliability. Language workbenches [Fowler 2005] aim to reduce the effort re-
quired to implement a programming environment for a language. Language workbenches provide
significant support for developing parsers and type checkers from language definitions. However,
the implementation of code completion in language workbenches such as Xtext [Xtext Team 2021],
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MPS [Jetbrains 2021], Rascal [Klint et al. 2009, 2010, 2019], and Spoofax [Kats and Visser 2010] ei-
ther require additional work on top of a language definition, are unsound, and/or incomplete. (We
discuss the state-of-the-art of code completion in language workbenches extensively in section 7.)
In their vision paper, Pelsmaeker et al. [2019] speculate on the derivation of a range of editor ser-
vices from the declarative, constraint-based specification of the static semantics of a language. We
took their proposal to heart to automatically derive code completion from a language definition.

In this paper, we develop a framework for language-parametric semantic code completion for
statically typed programming languages based on their syntax definition and static semantics
specification, realizing the implementation of a code completion editor service with minimal ad-
ditional effort. The framework builds on the SDF3 syntax definition formalism [de Souza Amorim
and Visser 2020] and the Statix static semantics specification language [Rouvoet et al. 2020; van
Antwerpen et al. 2016] and is integrated into the Spoofax language workbench [Kats and Visser
2010]. Our code completion algorithm reinterprets the declarative static semantics definition of
a language in Statix. We use its order-independent constraints and syntax-directed predicates to
drive a search strategy that uses the scope graph and Statix solver to explore the space of possible
code completion solutions in a language-parametric way. Our Statix reinterpretation includes the
implementation of name resolution queries with non-ground subjects. The implementation of the
strategy language and code completion algorithm abstracts and extends the implementation of
the Statix solver and can be used for any language defined in Statix. We evaluate the performance,
soundness, and completeness of completion proposal synthesis.

In summary, our contributions are:

• a language-parametric code completion editor service that is derived automatically from the
static semantics of a language;

• code completion proposals that are sound and complete by construction;
• a definition of code completion as a language-parametric constraint resolution problem on

incomplete programs with holes/placeholders using syntax-directed semantic rules in Statix,
see section 4;

• extensions to the Statix solver interface to expand predicate constraints into their syntax-
directed alternatives, and to expand query constraints into their possible resolutions;

• a set of strategy combinators to compose these primitives, and the composition of a search
strategy for sound and complete code completion, as presented in section 5;

• the integration of our language-parametric semantic code completion in the IntelliJ and
Eclipse editors generated by the Spoofax language workbench; and

• the evaluation of the algorithm by applying it to language definitions for Tiger [Appel
2002] and ChocoPy [Padhye et al. 2019] in section 6. Using test suites of 135 Tiger and 136
ChocoPy programs (60 624 test cases of up to 1 091 lines of code) we determined soundness
and completeness, and measured performance. The median performance of code comple-
tions is 422 ms, but has outliers exceeding 4 seconds for certain large test files with many
declarations in scope.

We submitted the related source code and benchmark files as an artifact [Pelsmaeker et al. 2022].

Outline. We proceed as follows. In the next section, we analyze the requirements for sound and
complete code completion. In section 3 we discuss the prerequisites for our approach. In section 4
we show the code completion algorithm on a running example, and its implementation using
search strategies is detailed in section 5. In section 6 we evaluate the soundness, completeness,
and performance of our implementation. We discuss related work in section 7 and future work
in section 8. We conclude in section 9.
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(a) Completion on placeholder of type Tree. (b) Completion on the inserted proposal.

Fig. 1. Code completion in action: the user invokes code completion on the selected placeholder and gets

presented a complete list of completion proposals that are syntactically and semantically sound.

2 CODE COMPLETION

In this section, we discuss the requirements for sound and complete semantic code completion.
Throughout the paper, we use Micro-C♯, a small subset of the C♯ language, as running example ob-
ject language. Figure 1a shows how code completion displays a list of completion proposals when
the user performs code completion on the selected syntactic placeholder $Exp. The list includes
both syntactic proposals, such as the ternary operator $Exp ? $Exp : $Exp, as well as references,
such as to variable t1 and method call Max($Exp, $Exp).

Representing Incompleteness. Code completion is often, but not necessarily, invoked on an incom-
plete program, where one of the proposals is used to get one step closer to a complete program.
For the purpose of this paper, we assume that the program has a syntactic placeholder near the
caret position to represent a hole in an incomplete program. In the Spoofax language workbench,
a placeholder is typically named after the syntactic sort of the missing phrase. For example, $Exp
is a placeholder representing an expression, which ensures that incomplete programs are syntac-
tically correct. Placeholders can be inserted using placeholder inference [de Souza Amorim et al.
2016], which can infer placeholders for both complete and incomplete programs, or as part of the
parsing process of a syntactically incomplete program.

Syntactic Code Completion. As a first step, code completion should propose only syntactically
correct fragments. de Souza Amorim et al. [2016] describe the synthesis of a complete list of syntac-
tically correct proposals following the grammar of the language, by proposing phrases correspond-
ing to the productions of the syntactic sort of the placeholder. Incomplete sub-phrases are repre-
sented by new placeholders. For example, a syntactically valid proposal for $Exp is $Exp + $Exp.

Filtering on Types. When only considering the syntactic sort of the placeholder, not all syntacti-
cally correct proposals will produce fragments that are also type correct. For example, completing
an expression in a context where an integer typed expression is expected will also propose expres-
sions that produce Boolean typed expressions. Therefore, code completion should only propose
syntactically correct fragments that are also type correct in the completion context. Depending
on the language, there might be additional static semantic constraints on proposals, such as sub-
type and supertype constraints, or shape constraints on vectors in dependently typed systems.
Completion proposals should adhere to such constraints.
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Completing Names. Just proposing the syntax of an unspecified reference or function call (e.g.,
$ID or $ID($Args)) is often not very useful. Ideally, code completion should propose the actual
names of variables and calls to functions that are available in the scope of the completion context.
We could even improve upon this by proposing function calls with placeholders for the correct
number of arguments, or record initialization syntax with initializers for each of the fields. This
requires computing the names that are available at the completion context, taking into account
name binding rules such as scoping, shadowing, importing, and overriding.

Soundness and Completeness. Finally, code completion should be sound and complete. Sound-
ness ensures that inserting the proposal does not introduce additional syntactic or static semantic
errors. This is achieved by taking into account the guidelines above to only propose phrases that
are syntactically and semantically correct at the point of insertion with respect to the static seman-
tics of the language. Completeness ensures that all syntactic constructs and reachable identifiers
(modulo shadowing) that are permitted according to the syntax and static semantics of the lan-
guage are proposed, up to one level deep, modulo literals and the identifiers of declarations. With
a complete code completion algorithm, one can (re)create any valid program through repeated
application of code completion, but repeated application of code completion does not necessarily
result in a complete program. In this paper, we determine whether a program is valid by checking
it against the static semantics specification of the language. Therefore, our notion of completeness
is limited to what is possible to express and check with the static semantic rules.

3 BACKGROUND: LANGUAGE DEFINITION IN SDF3 AND STATIX

Our code completion editor service is derived from the formal definition of the syntax and static
semantics of a language. We build on the SDF3 syntax definition formalism [de Souza Amorim and
Visser 2020] and Statix static semantics specification language [Rouvoet et al. 2020; van Antwerpen
et al. 2018] and their implementations in the Spoofax language workbench [Kats and Visser 2010],
but note that SDF3 and Statix are not contributions of this paper. Figures 2 to 4 show excerpts of the
SDF3 and Statix specifications of our Micro-C♯ language (the full specifications are in appendix A
and appendix B, respectively). The rest of this section provides a high-level introduction to SDF3
and Statix to illustrate key features for this paper. We refer to the cited literature for more details.

3.1 Syntax Definition in SDF3

SDF3 is a language for the formal definition of the syntax of (domain-specific) programming lan-
guages [de Souza Amorim and Visser 2020]. In addition to a basic syntactic description based on
context-free grammars, the language provides several features to aid the definition of language-
aware editors. The syntactic rules relevant for this subsection are in fig. 2.

Concrete and Abstract Syntax. The syntax of language constructs is defined through context-
free productions of the form A.C = 𝛼 with A a non-terminal, C a constructor symbol, and 𝛼 a list of
symbols. The constructor symbol creates a direct correspondence between parse tree and abstract
syntax tree. For example, the expression 1 + x has abstract syntax tree Add(Int("1"), Var("x"))
according to the productions in fig. 2. Keywords and layout (whitespace and comments) are omitted
from the abstract syntax.

Template Productions. SDF3 extends plain context-free grammar productions with template pro-
ductions to support pretty-printing abstract syntax trees to text. A template quotes a text tem-
plate with anti-quotation for non-terminal symbols. For example, the template MemAcc.Call =
^<ID>(<{Exp ", "}^>)> specifies that no spaces should be used around the parentheses of the call,
but that spaces should be inserted after the commas between arguments. This entails that code
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completion can generate an abstract syntax tree as a completion proposal, which can then be
translated automatically to a pretty-printed concrete syntax fragment.

Placeholders. SDF3 already provides language-parametric support for syntactic code completion
by generating an editor service that synthesizes completion proposals based on a syntax defini-
tion [de Souza Amorim et al. 2016]. Incompleteness in a program is represented explicitly through
placeholders, syntax which is added automatically to the syntax definition. That is, for each syn-
tactic sort S, a production S.S-Plhdr = ”$S” is automatically generated. For example, 2 + $Exp
represents an expression with a hole. Code completion is a transformation on the abstract syn-
tax tree, transforming placeholders to AST representations of completion proposals. For example,
an addition proposal is synthesized by rewriting Exp-Plhdr() to Add(Exp-Plhdr(), Exp-Plhdr()).
Textual completions are produced by pretty-printing the AST proposals.

Disambiguation. Instead of encoding the disambiguation rules of a language in the productions
of the syntax definition, they are encoded in separate associativity and priority declarations. For
example, the sentence a * b + c is parsed as Add(Mul(Var("a"), Var("b")), Var("c")) since mul-
tiplication has higher priority than addition, as specified in fig. 2.These declarative disambiguation
rules are not just used for parsing, but also during pretty-printing to ensure that brackets are in-
serted where necessary to preserve the abstract syntax tree structure. For example, when the place-
holder in a * $Exp is expanded into an addition, the result is pretty-printed as a * ($Exp + $Exp).

Syntax API. In summary, SDF3 provides a representation and API for syntax definition, parsing,
and pretty-printing, including support for the representation of incomplete programs and syntactic
completion proposals.

3.2 Static Semantics in Statix

Statix is a declarative language for describing the static semantics of programming languages in
terms of equality and scope graph constraints [van Antwerpen et al. 2018]. The Statix implemen-
tation automatically derives a type checker from a specification. The implementation is based on
an operational semantics that is sound with respect to the declarative semantics [Rouvoet et al.
2020]. In the rest of this paper, we will show howwe automatically derive a code completion editor
service from a Statix specification. In this section, we give a brief overview of the relevant features
of Statix. Excerpts from the Statix specification of Micro-C♯ in appendix B are shown in fig. 3 and
fig. 4.

Equality Constraints. Statix is a constraint-based specification language. The basic constraints
are equality constraints t1 ^= t2 and inequality constraints t1 ^= t2 on terms. An equality con-
straint is satisfiable if its term arguments are equal or can be unified. An inequality constraint
is satisfiable if its term arguments are not equal. The quantification of existentials {T} enables
specification of type inference. The constraints are order-independent, which we use in our code
completion algorithm to be able to explore different alternatives in parallel by expanding upon
unsolved constraints.

Specifying Name Binding with Scope Graphs. Scope graph constraints [van Antwerpen et al.
2016] are a key feature of Statix. A scope graph is an abstraction of a program to its name binding
facts. A scope is a vertex in the graph that corresponds to a region of a program that behaves
uniformly with respect to name binding. Declarations of names are data in scopes. Edges between
scopes encode reachability. A declaration in a scope is reachable from all scopes with paths (se-
quences of edges) to that scope.
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context-free sorts
Exp LValue LExp MemAcc

context-free syntax
Exp.New = <new <Type>(^>)>
Exp.Int = ^<INT^>
Exp.Mul = ^<Exp> * <Exp^> {left}
Exp.Add = ^<Exp> + <Exp^> {left}
Exp.Cond = ^<Exp> ? <Exp> : <Exp^>
Exp = <(<Exp>)> {bracket}
Exp = LValue
LValue.Member = ^<Exp>.<LExp^> {right}
LValue = LExp
LExp.Project = ^<MemAcc>.<LExp^>{right}
LExp = MemAcc
MemAcc.Var = ^<ID^>
MemAcc.Call = ^<ID>(<{Exp ”, ”}^>)>

context-free priorities
{ Exp.New LExp.Project
MemAcc.Var MemAcc.Call

} > Exp.Mul > Exp.Add > Exp.Cond,

LValue.Member <0> .> Exp = LValue,

LValue.Member <0> .> { Exp.New Exp.Mul
Exp.Add Exp.Cond }

Fig. 2. Excerpt of Micro-C♯ syntax definition in SDF3

declareVar : scope * ID * TYPE
declareVar(s, decl, T) :-

!type[Var{decl@decl}, T] in s.

typeOfVar : scope * ID ^> TYPE
typeOfVar(s, name) = T :- {decl}

resolveVar(s, name) ^= [(_,(decl,T))|_].

resolveVar : scope * ID ^> list(DECL)
resolveVar(s, name) = ps :-

query type
filter P*
and { d' :- d' ^= Var{name^_} }
min $ < P
in s ^^> ps.

Fig. 3. Excerpt of Micro-C♯ name resolution in Statix

typeOfExp(s, New(t)) = T :- {cs}
typeOfType(s, t) ^= T@CLASS(_, cs).

typeOfExp(s, Add(e1, e2)) = INT() :-
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e1), INT()),
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e2), INT()).

typeOfExp(s, Cond(ec, e1, e2)) = T :-
{T1 T2}
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, ec), BOOL()),
typeOfExp(s, e1) ^= T1,
typeOfExp(s, e2) ^= T2,
lub(T1, T2) ^= T.

typeOfExp(s, LValue2Exp(lvalue)) =
typeOfLValue(s, lvalue).

typeOfLValue(s,
LExp2LValue(MemAcc2LExp(Var(x))))
= typeOfVarOrMember(s, x).

typeOfLValue(s, LExp2LValue(le)) =
typeOfLExp(s, s, le).

typeOfLValue(s, Member(e, le)) = T :- {cs}
typeOfExp(s, e) ^= CLASS(_,cs),
typeOfLExp(s, cs, le) ^= T.

typeOfLExp(s, cs, Project(ma, le)) = T :-
{T1 cs2}
typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, ma) ^= CLASS(_,cs2),
typeOfLExp(s, cs2, le) ^= T.

typeOfLExp(s, cs, MemAcc2LExp(ma)) =
typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, ma).

typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, Var(name)) = T :-
typeOfMember(cs, name) ^= T.

typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, Call(x, es)) = TR :-
{TA}
typeOfMember(cs, x) ^= METHOD(TA, TR),
typesOfExps(s, es) ^= TA.

typeOfExp(_, Exp-Plhdr()) = BOTTOM().

Fig. 4. Excerpt of Micro-C♯ type rules in Statix
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The language agnostic representation allows high-level reasoning about name resolution [Néron
et al. 2015]. A named reference is bound to its corresponding declaration through a name resolu-
tion query constraint. A name resolution query for a reference starts in a scope to find a path along
edges to a matching declaration. References are ambiguous if multiple matching declarations can
be reached. Disambiguation can be expressed through path well-formedness and specificity order-
ing on paths. For example, the query in fig. 3 defines lexical shadowing of variables by finding
paths along zero or more P edges (P*), preferring shorter paths to longer paths ($ < P), where P
edges in the scope graph represent the lexical parent relation between scopes. For code completion
we use the name resolution and scope graph of Statix to find all reachable declarations for query
constraints where the subject is not ground.

Predicates. Predicate symbols are used to introduce user-defined constraints that abstract from
basic unification and scope graph constraints. In general, a predicate defines a relation on terms
and scopes. Rules define whether a predicate holds for a combination of terms. A rule has the form
𝑝(𝑡1, . . . , 𝑡𝑛) :- 𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑛 and defines a predicate 𝑝 through the conjunction of a number of
constraints 𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑛 . A predicate can be defined bymeans of multiple rules, as long as the heads
of the rules are mutually exclusive (including specificity, see below). (Or in operational terms, rule
selection in Statix is non-backtracking.) Additionally, rule selection is ‘syntax-directed’, which we
use in our algorithm to be able to propose syntax fragments.

A functional predicate defines a one-to-one relationship between input terms and output term.
For example, the predicate typeOfExp(s, e) = T associates a single type T with the combination
of a scope s and an expression e. From the perspective of specifying static semantics, a predicate is
interpreted as an assertion about the well-boundness and well-typedness of abstract syntax terms.
For example, this rule defines that a method call has type TR if the method has type METHOD(TA, TR)
and the arguments have types TA:

typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, Call(x, es)) = TR :- {TA}
typeOfMember(cs, x) ^= METHOD(TA, TR),
typesOfExps(s, es) ^= TA.

Rules with overlapping patterns are ordered by means of a specificity ordering. That is, rules
with a more specific pattern in its head have priority over (and exclude) rules with more general
patterns. Furthermore, the binding of patterns in rule heads is done through pattern matching
rather than unification, thus the (input) arguments of predicates needs to be ground (enough).

From Declarative to Operational Semantics. Statix has a declarative semantics that defines when
a solution satisfies a set of constraints. A language engineer should only have to consider the
declarative semantics. The Statix solver implements the operational semantics of Statix, which
schedules the solution of query constraints such that their results are guaranteed to be stable, i.e.,
provide the same results as they would in the final scope graph [Rouvoet et al. 2020].

In section 5, we extend the interface of the solver in order to give alternative interpretations to
Statix specifications. In particular, we use the solver to get all possible alternatives of a predicate
and all possible resolutions of a query and use these in the code completion algorithm to explore
the solution space and synthesize proposals. Finally, we use the solver to reject unsound proposals.

4 CONSTRAINT-BASED CODE COMPLETION

Given an incomplete program, the goal of code completion is to synthesize a list of completion
proposal phrases that can be substituted for the placeholder being completed, such that the result-
ing program is well-bound and well-typed. That is, the program after substituting a completion
proposal for a placeholder should not violate any constraints when type checked (that were not
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violated before invoking code completion). The key idea of our approach is to use the constraint-
based definition of the type checker to synthesize the completion proposals, in order to guarantee
that the proposals are well-bound and well-typed by construction.

The core of our language-parametric code completion algorithm is a search strategy that ex-
plores the solution space through the static semantics specification of the object language. In this
section we explore that search strategy by tracing the three steps of the synthesis of the list of com-
pletion proposals for the example program in fig. 1a, predicate expansion, injection expansion, and
query expansion, using the rules from figs. 3 and 4. In the next section, we give a formal definition
of the algorithm.

4.1 Preliminary Analysis

The preliminary step in the code completion algorithm is the analysis of the incomplete program,
in which we replace the placeholder to be completed (the first $Exp in fig. 1a) with a constraint
variable. We will refer to this constraint variable as the completion variable. Synthesizing comple-
tion proposals entails finding all terms that can be substituted for the completion variable without
violating any constraints.

Constraint solving in Statix first solves basic constraints and simplifies predicates via rule ap-
plication. Statix only simplifies predicates if the input arguments are ground enough. That is, the
arguments are at least as ground as the patterns in the heads of the predicate rules. Constraints
that are not ground enough cannot be solved, which is typically the case for constraints involv-
ing the completion variable. For the example program in fig. 1a, we have the following residual
constraint after the preliminary analysis

typeOfExp(s, e) ^= CLASS(”Tree”, cs).

with e being the completion variable corresponding to placeholder $Exp, s the scope of the comple-
tion variable, and cs the scope of the class definition. These unsolved constraints are the starting
point for the code completion algorithm.

4.2 Predicate Expansion

In the first step of the code completion algorithm, the completion variable is expanded by unifying
the residual constraint with the heads of predicate rules, leading to its instantiations. The syntax-
directed nature of the rules ensures that all terms that are type correct will be considered. Each
rule leads to a possible alternative. We will examine several representative rules.

typeOfExp(s, Cond(ec, e1, e2)) = T :- {T1 T2}
typeOfExp(s, e1) ^= T1, typeOfExp(s, e2) ^= T2,
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, ec), BOOL()), lub(T1, T2) ^= T.

The above rule for the conditional expression declares that a conditional expression with condi-
tion ec, then-expression e1 and else-expression e2 is well-typed when the type of the condition
is a subtype of Boolean, and the types of the branches e1 and e2 share a least-upper-bound type
T, which has to equal the type of the conditional expression as a whole. Unifying the residual
constraint to the head of this rule leads to the constraints:

e ^= Cond(ec, e1, e2), CLASS(”Tree”, cs) ^= T, subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, ec), BOOL()),
typeOfExp(s, e1) ^= T1, typeOfExp(s, e2) ^= T2, lub(T1, T2) ^= T.

Since the unification constraint CLASS(”Tree”, cs) ^= T is trivially satisfiable and the other con-
straints are non-ground, this leads to the completion proposal Cond(ec, e1, e2), or $Exp ? $Exp
: $Exp in concrete syntax. Note that the predicate expansion step is only applied once to a non-
ground constraint. Recursive application of this strategy to the residual, non-ground constraints
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synthesized by this step could lead to infinitely many proposals, even though each expansion only
introduces a finite number of expansions. However, not all rules lead to a completion proposal.
For example, consider the rule for addition:

typeOfExp(s, Add(e1, e2)) = INT() :-
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e1), INT()), subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e2), INT()).

Unifying the residual constraint to the head of this rule leads to the constraints

e ^= Add(e1, e2), INT() ^= CLASS(”Tree”, cs),
subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e1), INT()), subtypeOf(typeOfExp(s, e2), INT()).

Since the unification constraint INT() ^= CLASS(”Tree”, cs) is not satisfiable, this alternative is
discarded and does not lead to a completion proposal. And it should not, since Add(e1, e2) would
lead to an ill-typed term when substituted for the placeholder. Finally, consider the rule for new:

typeOfExp(s, New(t)) = T :- {cs}
typeOfType(s, t) ^= T@CLASS(_, cs).

Unifying the residual constraint to the head of this rule leads to the constraints

e ^= New(t), T ^= CLASS(”Tree”, cs),
typeOfType(s, t) ^= T@CLASS(_, cs).

Since the unification with T is satisfiable, this leads to a completion proposal New(t) (or new($Type)
in concrete syntax), requiring the type t to be Tree. Following this procedure also for the rule
typeOfExp(s, LValue2Exp(lvalue)), we arrive at the following list of proposals:

$Exp ? $Exp : $Exp, new $Type(), $LValue
This list only includes well-typed (syntactic) completion proposals, but includes another place-
holder $LValue. We will improve this in the next step.

4.3 Injection Expansion

An injection is a grammar production of the form S1 = S2, that includes all S2 constructs in S1.
For example, in the Micro-C♯ syntax definition we have defined the LValue sort to be used as
expressions and as the left-hand side of assignments. The inclusion of LValue in Exp is an injection
since no additional syntax is added. In fact, there is a chain of injections Exp = LValue = LExp =
MemAcc to include variables and calls as expressions:

Exp.Add = ^<Exp> + <Exp^> {left}
Exp.Cond = ^<Exp> ? <Exp> : <Exp^>
Exp = <(<Exp>)> {bracket}
Exp = LValue
LValue.Member = ^<Exp>.<LExp^> {right}
LValue = LExp
LExp.Project = ^<MemAcc>.<LExp^>{right}

In Statix, injections get an explicit constructor. For example, the Exp = LValue production becomes
Exp.LValue2Exp = LValue with typing rule:

typeOfExp(s, LValue2Exp(lvalue)) ^= typeOfLValue(s, lvalue).
Thus, the expansion procedure above expands the completion variable to

e ^= LValue2Exp(lvalue), typeOfLValue(s, lvalue).
leading to the completion proposal LValue2Exp(lvalue) ($LValue in concrete syntax); not a very
useful proposal.

Recognizing the special status of injections, the second step of the algorithm expands injec-
tions, which includes the constructs of the sub-sort in the set of proposals. That is, recognizing
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LValue2Exp(lvalue) as an injection, marks lvalue as a completion variable to be considered for
expansion, following the procedure of predicate expansion above. Considering the full set of typ-
ing rules for LValues in fig. 4, code completion now replaces the $LValue proposal with Member(e,
le), Project(m, le), Var(x), and Call(x, es) (or $Exp.$LExp, $MemAcc.$LExp, $ID, and $ID($Exps)
in concrete syntax), leading to the following list of proposals:

$ID, $ID($Exps), $Exp.$LExp,
$Exp ? $Exp : $Exp, new $Type(), $MemAcc.$LExp

The list contains only well-typed syntactic completion proposals. This includes placeholders for
referencing variables and calling methods, but not yet the actual identifiers of those that are in
scope. We will address this next.

4.4 Query Expansion

So far we have been concerned with synthesizing completion proposals that are syntactically cor-
rect and type correct. However, to get truly useful proposals, we also want to propose those iden-
tifiers of the right type that are in scope. As the proposals above have constraint variables instead
of concrete names, this requires performing name resolution queries with non-ground subjects.

To understand the issues involved, we examine the case of variables. One rule for typeOfLValue
uses the typeOfVarOrMember(s, name) predicate to assert that the name refers to a valid local vari-
able or class member. For the sake of this presentation, we simplify that to just asserting that the
name refers to a valid local variable, defined by the following rules:

typeOfExp(s, LValue2Exp(lvalue)) =
typeOfLValue(s, lvalue).

typeOfLValue(s, LExp2LValue(MemAcc2LExp(Var(x)))) =
typeOfVar(s, x).

typeOfVar(s, name) = T :-
resolveVar(s, name) ^= [(_, (_, T))].

resolveVar(s, name) = ps :-
query type filter P* and { d' :- d' ^= Var{name^_} } min $ < P in s ^^> ps.

The predicate typeOfVar is just an abstraction for a pattern match on the result of the name resolu-
tion query defined by resolveVar. But it does illustrate that after injection expansion, regular con-
straint resolution by the Statix solver unfolds the predicate typeOfExp(s, e) into the constraints:

e ^= LExp2LValue(MemAcc2LExp(Var(x))), T ^= CLASS(”Tree”, cs), ps ^= [(_, (_, T))],
query type filter P* and { d' :- d' ^= Var{x^_} } min $ < P in s ^^> ps.

In other words, we are looking for a concrete name for the x constraint variable, such that the
query results in a path to a single declaration with the type CLASS(”Tree”, cs).

The query expansion step of the algorithm interprets a non-ground query and produces all pos-
sible alternatives. That is, it finds all names of declarations such that executing the query with that
name makes the query succeed. We describe the technical details of query expansion in section 5.
For the example program of fig. 1a, expanding the query finds the arguments t1 and t2 of type
CLASS(”Tree”, _) and the instance variable subterms of type CLASS(”TreeList”, _). Since we are
looking for an expression of type Tree, only t1 and t2 end up in the list of proposals. Similarly, we
find completion proposals for Calls to methods Max and Find, since they are in scope and return
Tree objects.

t1, t2, $ID, Max($Exps), Find($Exps), $ID($Exps)
$Exp ? $Exp : $Exp, new $Type(), $Exp.$LExp, $MemAcc.$LExp,
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4.5 Rule Specialization

Consider again the syntax of method calls and variables in section 4.3. As we saw above, we do get
proposals for variables and method calls, but by default, the algorithm will propose quite shallow
syntax, only one level deep. However, to create a chain of dot expressions, we need to first complete
$Exp to $MemAcc.$LExp and then complete the $MemAcc placeholder to a call. This would have to be
done by the user, as the code completion algorithm only synthesizes one level of expansion in
order to avoid infinite recursion.

While this approach is sound and complete, in cases like this we would like code completion to
also expand nested constraint variables, whereas in other cases the current behavior is fine, such as
in $Exp + $Exp. Resolution queries are a possible indication that it is desirable to further expand a
constraint. However, queries may be hidden behind a series of predicate abstractions as we saw in
the case of variables above. We have not succeeded in identifying a reliable heuristic to selectively
expand constraints in these particular cases.

Fortunately, we have identified rule specialization as a simple approach for the language engineer
to direct the code completion algorithm to provide more concrete and useful proposals for these
particular cases, without code duplication and without affecting the generality of the definition
or the soundness of the approach. For example, consider the following rules for member access
projection (dot expressions):

^/ Rules for method calls
typeOfLExp(s, cs, lv@Project(_, _)) = typeOfProjectExp(s, cs, lv).
typeOfLExp(s, cs, lv@Project(Var(_), _)) = typeOfProjectExp(s, cs, lv).
typeOfLExp(s, cs, lv@Project(MCall(_, _), _)) = typeOfProjectExp(s, cs, lv).

typeOfProjectExp(s, cs, Project(ma, le)) = T :- {T1 cs2}
typeOfMemAcc(s, cs, ma) ^= CLASS(_, cs2), typeOfLExp(s, cs2, le) ^= T.

Herewe have captured the rule for dot expressions in a new predicate typeOfProjectExp. We define
the typeOfLExp predicate for the general case of a dot expression and we extend it with a rule for
the special cases Project(Var(_), _) and Project(MCall(_, _), _). This instructs the predicate
expansion of section 4.2 to also synthesize completion proposals for these cases. Applying such
rule specializations to New as well, leads to a list of more specific completion proposals in addition
to the generic syntactic proposals:

t1, t2, $ID, Max($Exps), Find($Exps), $ID($Exps)
t1.$LExp, t2.$LExp, subterms.$LExp, this, this.$Exp,
new Tree(), new $Type(), $MemAcc.$LExp, $Exp.$LExp,
Max($Exps).$LExp, Find($Exps).$LExp, $Exp ? $Exp : $Exp.

Thus, by a slight refactoring of the specification, we can guide the code completion algorithm to
produce more useful completion proposals. A rule specialization adds only a single additional rule
to be expanded by predicate expansion, and therefore does not incur more performance overhead
than the other rules in the specification.

4.6 Filtering and Ranking

The completion proposals often include some placeholders for unspecified literals (e.g., string liter-
als, integers, and identifiers), such as the $ID placeholder for an identifier. In general, it is imprac-
tical to expand on these placeholders and list all possible literal values, but for completeness and
to aid in language discovery, we decided not to filter these placeholders from the list of proposals.

Ranking the completion proposals aims to offer the most likely choices to the user first. How-
ever, as ranking the proposals is out of the scope of this paper, we chose to simply rank them by
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specificity, putting the proposal with the least number of placeholders first. Thus, we present to
the user the final list of proposals for the completion of $Exp in example program of fig. 1a:

t1, t2, this, new Tree(), subterms.$LExp,
t1.$LExp, t2.$LExp, this.$Exp, Find($Exps), Max($Exps),
$ID, new $Type(), Find($Exps).$LExp, Max($Exps).$LExp,
$ID($Exps), $MemAcc.$LExp, $Exp.$LExp, $Exp ? $Exp : $Exp,

4.7 Applying Code Completion

A primary motivation of this work is that enabling language-parametric semantic code comple-
tion for a Spoofax language takes very little additional effort. Any Spoofax language which has
its static semantics defined using Statix requires only adding rules that permit placeholders and
changing rules that catch all remaining constraints, to enable sound and complete static semantic
code completion.

rules ^/ placeholders
programOk(Module-Plhdr()).
declOk(_, Decl-Plhdr()).
typeOfExp(_, Exp-Plhdr()) = _.

Fig. 5. Example static semantic rules for accepting

placeholders.

Rules for Placeholders. Syntactic placehold-
ers in Spoofax are just constructor application
terms of the form Exp-Plhdr(). As placeholders
are inserted explicitly when choosing a com-
pletion proposal, the language developer has
to add some extra rules to the Statix specifi-
cation to allow it to accept these placeholder
terms, as shown in fig. 5. In the future, these
rules could be generated automatically based
on the syntactic and semantic specifications.

Catch-All Rules. Some language developers write catch-all Statix rules that, for example, gen-
erate a warning about unsupported syntax. As Statix rules are tried in order of specificity, such
catch-all rules are tried last and therefore work as expected during the normal code analysis. How-
ever, such rules consume the remaining constraints that apply to the placeholder being completed.
This prevents code completion from finding completions, as there will be no constraints left for
the code completion algorithm to expand upon and this impacts completeness.

typeOfExp(_, _) = _ :- try { false } | warning $[Not implemented].

Instead, the language developer should be more specific about the syntax. For example:

typeOfExp(_, Plus(_, _)) = _ :- try { false } | warning $[Not implemented].

5 CODE COMPLETION ALGORITHM

In the previous section, we illustrated the main steps of the code completion algorithm. In this sec-
tion, we formally define the algorithm as a composition of basic solver functions using a strategy
language to search the solution space. In the actual implementation, we use Java, the implemen-
tation language of the Spoofax language workbench [Kats and Visser 2010], to implement the
strategies. However, we use Haskell notation to present the algorithm in this paper because Java
is quite verbose.

5.1 Constraint Solver

The code completion algorithm builds on the Statix constraint solver, which performs syntax-
directed constraint solving and unification based on the operational semantics of Statix [Rouvoet
et al. 2020]. The solver takes a declarative specification and a solver state (shown in fig. 6), which
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consists of a set of unsolved constraints, a unifier, a scope graph, and a set of error messages, and
some other data that is only used by the Statix solver internally.

When analyzing a file during normal error-checking operation, the solver gets an initial solver
state with only the program’s root predicate constraint (e.g., programOk()) applied to the AST of
the program, represented as a term. For example:

programOk(Program([ Class(”TreeList”, ^^.), Class(”Tree”, ^^.) ])).

The solver expands predicate constraints that are sufficiently ground into their constituent con-
straints, and then performs unification to remove as many solved (or unsolvable) equality con-
straints from the solver state as possible. Equality constraints whose variables the solver cannot
unify contribute errors to the set of errors. The remaining unsolved constraints, those that are not
ground enough, remain in the resulting solver state.

Code completion is performed on an incomplete program, where syntactic placeholders repre-
sent (typed) holes in the program.These holes are represented by constraint variables in the solver
state, which inevitably results in some unsolved constraints due to not being ground enough. The
core idea of the code completion algorithm is to use the solver to try different expansions of the
solver state’s unsolved constraints to explore the space of possible solutions for a particular comple-

tion variable, the constraint variable that corresponds to the syntactic placeholder being completed.

data SolverState = SolverState {
constraints ^: Set Constraint

, unifier ^: Unifier
, scopeGraph ^: ScopeGraph
, messages ^: Set Message
, spec ^: Spec
} deriving Eq;

Fig. 6. Solver state structure

5.2 Search Strategies

To explore the space of possible code completion solutions, we employ a language-parametric
search strategy that is itself a composition of other strategies. A strategy is a function of type
a ^> [b], which defines a computation that takes an input and optional arguments, and produces
a list of alternatives. If the list is empty, the strategy is said to have failed. In particular, many of
these strategies are search strategies of type SolverState ^> [SolverState], which take a solver
state and produce a (possibly empty) list of solver states. We compose the strategies using strategy
combinators, which are basic primitive strategies that take other strategies as parameters.

Search strategies give us a functional way to compose more basic strategies, and the flexibility
to experiment with different strategy compositions to find the most optimal implementation. Ad-
ditionally, we expect that other editor services that use the static analysis of a program could be
implemented language-parametrically using different compositions of strategies.

5.3 Built-in Search Strategies

The code completion algorithm uses the existing Statix solver, persistent solver state structure,
name resolution algorithm, and the static semantics specification of the object language. Addition-
ally, the algorithm requires access to the pretty-printer of the object language, which is automati-
cally generated from the language’s syntax specification.
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Our contribution is an abstraction of these details of the Statix solver and Spoofax internals
into a handful of search strategies, shown in fig. 7, providing a well-defined interface for their
interaction with the code completion algorithm.

type State = SolverState
type Constr = Constraint

selectPredicate ^: ((Constr, State) ^> Bool) ^> State ^> [(Constr, State)]
selectQuery ^: ((Constr, State) ^> Bool) ^> State ^> [(Constr, State)]
expandPredicate ^: (Constr, State) ^> [State]
expandQuery ^: (Constr, State) ^> [State]
infer ^: State ^> [State]
assertNoErrors ^: Set Message ^> State ^> [State]

containsVar ^: [Var] ^> Constr ^> Bool
findInjection ^: Var ^> State ^> [(Var, State)]
projectVar ^: Var ^> State ^> [Term]
prettyPrint ^: Term ^> [String]

Fig. 7. Built-in search strategies.

Selecting Constraints. The selectPredicate and selectQuery strategies inspect the solver state,
select a number of predicate or query constraints, respectively, and return these as constraint-state
pairs. The function that is passed as the first argument determines whether a constraint is selected,
such as the containsVar strategy which is used to check whether the constraint contains the com-
pletion variable. These constraint-state pairs are the input to one of the built-in expandPredicate
and expandQuery strategies.

Expanding a Predicate. The expandPredicate strategy takes a constraint-state pair and deter-
mines all possible rules that the predicate constraint could expand to. For each rule, the strategy
produces a new solver state with the rule’s constraints added to it. In Statix, as rules are tried in
order of specificity, a more general rule for a predicate implies that all more specific rules were
already tried and rejected. Because our algorithm has to produce order-independent expansions,
we make these rejections of more specific rules explicit in the expansion of each rule. Section 4.2
gives examples of the application of this strategy. The expandPredicate strategy itself does not
verify whether the resulting solver states are sound, this is done in a separate step.

Expanding a Query. The expandQuery strategy expands the selected query constraint into all
possible sets of declarations the query could resolve to, while taking shadowing into account. This
strategy calls the name resolution algorithm that is also used by normal Statix inference. Normally,
Statix only performs name resolution when the query arguments are sufficiently ground—that is,
the scope and name of the query are known—but as we are trying to find all declarations, we do
not have a name to resolve. We first query for all reachable names without applying the query’s
shadowing rules, to avoid applying shadowing across all names in the program. This gives us all
names reachable from the current scope, for each of which we invoke the name resolution again
but this time we apply the normal name and shadowing rules to get all reachable declarations with
correct shadowing applied. Most query constraints match the result to a singleton set, asserting
that exactly one declaration is expected, but it is entirely possible in Statix for a query to match
to a larger set. Therefore, this strategy constructs all sets of reachable declarations while taking
shadowing into account. See section 4.4 for an example.
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id ^: a ^> [a] ^- Identity
seq ^: (a ^> [b]) ^> (b ^> [c]) ^> a ^> [c] ^- Sequential composition
or ^: (a ^> [b]) ^> (a ^> [b]) ^> a ^> [b] ^- Disjunction
try ^: (a ^> [a]) ^> a ^> [a] ^- Apply strategy if possible
repeat ^: (a ^> [a]) ^> a ^> [a] ^- Repeat strategy until failure
fixSet ^: Eq a ^> (a ^> [a]) ^> a ^> [a] ^- Repeat strategy until nothing changes
limit ^: Int ^> (a ^> [b]) ^> a ^> [b] ^- Limit sequence resulting from strategy
(.>) = seq

Fig. 8. Strategy combinators

Inference. The infer strategy takes a solver state with unsolved constraints and invokes the
Statix constraint solver to perform inference and solve as many constraints as possible. The strat-
egy does not fail if the resulting solver state contains error messages. We deal with erroneous
solver states explicitly in a separate step, which we will detail next.

Asserting Well-Typedness. The assertNoErrors strategy inspects a solver state and returns a sin-
gleton list of this state if it contains no errors messages other than those that were present when
code completion was invoked (which are passed as a set to the strategy). However, if the solver
state contains new errors, the strategy returns an empty list, indicating failure. This ensures that
code completion will not generate proposals that are unsound with respect to the static semantics
of the language.

Finding an Injection. The projection of the completion variable in the solver state might contain
constraint variables for injections, such as lv in LValue2Exp(lv). The findInjection strategy finds
all these constraint variables and returns a list of tuples of these variables and the input solver
state. This allows these variables to be expanded by another step in the algorithm.

Projecting a Variable. The syntax-directed semantic rules use terms to represent fragments of the
AST of a program.The solver state does not directly contain the values of variables but instead has a
unifier that associates a partial termwith each variable, where holes in the term are represented by
other variables that may or may not be present in the unifier. The projectVar strategy projects the
term for a given variable out of the solver state’s unifier, by finding the partial term for a variable
and recursively repeating this for each variable in the term until only un-unified variables remain.

Pretty-Printing a Term. The completion proposals should be represented to the user using the
syntax of the object language. Pretty-printing converts a term into its corresponding syntax using
the syntax rules of the language. In the Spoofax language workbench, this is achieved by call-
ing the pp pretty-printing Stratego term-rewriting strategy that is generated for each language
from its syntax definition. The prettyPrint search strategy takes a term and invokes the pp term-
rewriting strategy to get its string representation.Any constraint variables that were left in the
term are pretty-printed as syntactic placeholders in the object language. For example, the term
Add(e, Int(”3”)) would be pretty-printed as $Exp + 3.

5.4 Combining Strategies

The built-in strategies above provided core operations on solver states. We built the code comple-
tion algorithm by combining these built-in strategies using strategy combinators inspired by the
Stratego transformation language [Visser et al. 1998]. Figure 8 defines the type signatures of the
strategy combinators. We include the definitions of the combinators in appendix E.
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5.5 Code Completion Algorithm

Our code completion algorithm composes the built-in strategies using the strategy combinators, to
perform a directed search of the space of all possible completion proposals for a given completion
variable. The list of proposals must be sound and complete. That is, it must include all reachable
declarations (modulo shadowing) and all syntactic constructs up to one level deep (modulo literals
and declaration names), as defined in the static semantics specification of the object language. We
present the algorithm in fig. 9.

The core of the code completion algorithm is the complete strategy, which performs three steps
to gather all valid proposals: expand predicates, expand injections, and expand queries. These cor-
respond to the descriptions in section 4.2, section 4.3, and section 4.4.

Expanding Predicates. The first step is to expandAllPredicates, which takes a solver state and
selects exactly one predicate constraint that contains the completion variable. It removes this con-
straint and expands it into its possible alternatives through the built-in expandPredicate strategy.
Unsound solver states are rejected through infer and assertNoErrors. This process is repeated
until all predicate constraints that contain the completion variable have been expanded.

Note that this only expands the completion variable for one level, as the newly added constraints
in the expanded solver states describe the expansion of the completion variable, and therefore no
longer contain the completion variable itself. This is desirable, since it prevents the algorithm from
infinitely recursing to expand, say, $Exp into $Exp + $Exp into ($Exp + $Exp) + $Exp and so forth.

Expanding Injections. As the previous step only expands predicate constraints for one level deep,
in some solver states the completion variable will have been expanded into the explicit constructor
B2A of an injection A = B. The expandAllInjections strategy expands these injections by applying
findInjection to find the states in which the completion variable has been bound to an injection
constructor, and then invokes complete recursively to expand the injections into their alternatives.
This is repeated, using fixSet, until either the strategy fails because there are no injection construc-
tors to expand, or the set of solver states no longer changes. Since complete only returns sound
solver states, there is no need to check whether the states are sound.

If injections are (indirectly) recursive, the algorithm could end up in an infinite loop. To avoid
this, we track the names of the injections that have been expanded so far during this step and
avoid expanding them again.

Expanding Queries. Any unsolved query constraints that remain in the solver state will not be
ground enough for the normal solver. The expandAllQueries strategy selects and expands one of
the query constraints that contains the completion variable using expandQuery. Ill-typed states
are again rejected by applying infer and assertNoErrors, and this is repeated until there are no
more query constraints to expand. The or strategy is used to include the original input state in the
resulting set of solver states, such that the original state with the placeholder is retained regardless
of whether are query constraints.

Presenting to the User. The algorithm starts and finishes at the getCompletionProposals strat-
egy, which takes the completion variable, set of pre-existing error messages, and the solver state
constructed from the initial analysis of the program. This is a solver state with some unsolved
constraints, due to the completion variable. Once the strategy gathers the completion proposals
through calling complete, it projects the terms of the completion variables out of the unifier and
pretty-prints them in the syntax of the object language. These are the completion proposals that
will be shown to the user.
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^- Core completion algorithm: find the completion proposals
complete ^: Var ^> Set Message ^> SolverState ^> [SolverState]
complete v ms

= (expandAllPredicates v ms) .>
(expandAllInjections v ms) .>
(expandAllQueries v ms)

^- Expand predicate constraints that contain the completion variable
expandAllPredicates ^: Var ^> Set Message ^> SolverState ^> [SolverState]
expandAllPredicates v ms =

repeat (
(limit 1 (selectPredicate (\(c, s) ^> containsVar [v] c))) .>
(expandPredicate) .>
(infer) .>
(assertNoErrors ms)

)

^- Expand predicate constraints on injections that contain the completion variable
expandAllInjections ^: Var ^> Set Message ^> SolverState ^> [SolverState]
expandAllInjections v ms

= fixSet (try (
(findInjection v) .>
(\(vInj, s) ^> (complete vInj ms s))

))

^- Expand all query constraints that contain the specified variable
expandAllQueries ^: Var ^> Set Message ^> SolverState ^> [SolverState]
expandAllQueries v ms

= or id (
repeat (

(limit 1 (selectQuery (\(c, s) ^> (containsVar [v] c)))) .>
(expandQuery) .>
(infer) .>
(assertNoErrors ms)

))

^- Computes the completion proposals and filters, orders, and pretty-prints them
getCompletionProposals ^: Var ^> Set Message ^> SolverState ^> [String]
getCompletionProposals v ms

= (complete v ms) .>
(projectVar v) .>
prettyPrint

Fig. 9. The code completion strategy
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5.6 Strategy Implementation

We implemented all strategies in Java, abstracted boilerplate code for strategies into a runtime, and
integrated code completion in the Spoofax language workbench and the Eclipse and IntelliJ editors.
Spoofaxwith its meta-languages is about 2million lines of Java code, including almost 400 000 lines
of code for the Statix language and implementation. Our code completion algorithm uses the ex-
isting Statix structures, and calls its solver and name resolution algorithm with no changes except
some bug fixes. Table 1 shows the number of lines of Java code (excluding comments and blank
lines) we contributed to enable language-parametric static semantic code completion in Spoofax.

To implement search strategies efficiently, there were some considerations we needed to address.

Table 1. Code completion lines of Java code

Strategies Runtime 5 921 loc
Built-in Strategies (5.3) 1 333 loc
Strategy Combinators (5.4) 1 816 loc
Code Completion (5.5) 401 loc

Spoofax Integration 2 068 loc
Eclipse UI Integration 133 loc
IntelliJ UI Integration 100 loc

Total 11 772 loc

Persistent Solver State. While exploring the
solution space we create many slightly differ-
ent instances of the solver state, its unifier,
scope graph, and other data. This can have a
significant impact on the performance of the
algorithm due to copying lots of data, and as-
sociated garbage collector pressure. To miti-
gate this, we use the efficient persistent (im-
mutable) data structures of Steindorfer [2017],
which are also used by Statix internally. This
means that it is cheap to fork a solver state to
explore alternatives.

Lazy Lists. While developing our algorithm, we observed cases in which the strategies per-
formed much more work than necessary due to strict evaluation. For example, if the strategy
foo returns a hundred solver results, then the strategy (limit 1 foo) would return only the first
and discard the other 99. To avoid this extra work, we implemented the strategies such that they
are not immediately evaluated to return a list, but instead return a pull-based lazy list, whose next
value is only computed when requested.

6 EVALUATION

While we used the smaller Micro-C♯ language as an illustration language for this paper, we chose
to use the Tiger and ChocoPy programming languages for our evaluation, as they include some
more interesting type system and name binding constructs and already have extensive test suites.

Tiger is a small Algol-based programming language described in Appel [2002] used to demon-
strate both functional and object-oriented compiler concepts, and is used as a standard example
language for testing the Spoofax language workbench. Its specification in the Spoofax language
workbench consists of 114 syntactic productions and 32 Statix predicates defined with 75 rules in
513 lines of Statix code (excluding generated files for the constructor declarations), covering the
entire language. We include the full specification of Tiger in appendix C and appendix D.

The ChocoPy language [Padhye et al. 2019] is a statically-typed subset of Python used to teach
programming languages and compiler construction courses. Among other features, it demonstrates
inheritance, method overloading, and nested functions. It is specified in Spoofax using 125 syntac-
tic productions and 49 Statix predicates defines with 165 rules in 698 lines of Statix code (again,
excluding generated files for the constructor declarations).
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Tiger and ChocoPy have extensive test suites consisting of 166 Tiger files1 and 182 ChocoPy
files2, that test various aspects of the languages. We selected all test files that were not testing
syntactic or semantic errors, and ended up with a test suite of 114 Tiger and 129 ChocoPy files. We
synthetically enlarged 21 of the Tiger files and 7 of the ChocoPy files by adding and copying addi-
tional declarations, and included these in the test sets. We used these 135 Tiger and 136 ChocoPy
files to evaluate the code completion algorithm in three ways:

(1) are the proposed completions correct according to the syntax and static semantics of the
language (soundness);

(2) is it always possible to select a completion that would reconstruct (the start of) the elided
subtree (completeness); and

(3) how long does it take for code completion to provide the proposals (performance).

6.1 Soundness

The proposals generated by the code completion algorithm are sound by construction with respect
to the static semantics specification of the object language, as they call upon the Statix constraint
solver to verify whether a proposal is acceptable. Unsound proposals (i.e., those that introduce
errors that were not initially present in the program) would be found by the Statix solver (through
the infer strategy), removed from the results (through the assertNoErrors strategy), and not be
shown to the user.

6.2 Completeness

Our notion of completeness of the algorithm implies that it will propose all syntactic constructs
up to one level deep for which a static semantic rule has been defined, and all identifiers that
are reachable from the current scope in the scope graph (modulo shadowing), provided that these
proposals are sound. Repeated invocation of code completion will allow the user to construct any
semantically valid program, modulo declaration names and literals (integers, strings).

To show with high confidence the completeness of the code completion algorithm, we con-
structed 23 424 Tiger and 37 200 ChocoPy test cases from the selected 135 Tiger files and 136
ChocoPy files. Each test case is a variant of a full program, but with one abstract syntax subtree re-
placed by a placeholder.This mimics the most common case where the user invokes completion on
the only placeholder (or inferred placeholder) of the program. The test asserts that invoking code
completion on this placeholder results in a set of completion proposals from which one can recon-
struct some of the elided code, showing that we can use repeated invocation of code completion
to reconstruct each of the test files.

All tests succeeded, showing both that the static semantics specification of Tiger and ChocoPy
covers all the syntax in the test files, and that the algorithm always produced a proposal that would
match the expected syntax or reference. In other words, the language-parametric code completion
algorithm is complete with respect to the static semantics specification.

6.3 Performance

Tomeasure the performance of the code completion algorithm, we use the same 60 624 constructed
test cases, where we measure the time from invoking code completion on the placeholder until it
produces its proposals. To avoid local user processes interfering with the tests, we ran them on
an otherwise unused server with two 32-core AMD Epyc 7452 processors and 256 GB of memory,
but note that both our algorithm and the Statix solver only support single-threaded operation and

1https://github.com/MetaBorgCube/metaborg-tiger/tree/master/org.metaborg.lang.tiger.example
2https://github.com/cs164berkeley
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do not utilize the large amount of memory. We used Java 17 and limited the process to 4 GB of
memory and 4 processors to align with the system that a typical user might have available.

In fig. 10 we show a scatter plot of the time, in milliseconds, that each test case took from
being invoked until presenting the list of proposals. Tiger tests (up to 2 368 AST nodes) are in blue,
whereas ChocoPy tests (up to 8 060 nodes) are in green. The tests are horizontally plotted by the
number of nodes in the abstract syntax tree in which completion is being invoked, and vertically
by the time they took, in milliseconds.

The performance results are outlined in table 2, split into three performance aspects: the time
for the initial analysis of the program with the placeholder inserted (Initial Analysis), the time for
the code completion search algorithm (Code Completion), and the total time that includes both and
some minor housekeeping. The total time reflects and affects the user experience, as it is the time
from code completion being invoked until it presents a list of proposals.

Performance

Tiger ChocoPy
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Fig. 10. Code completion algorithm performance as a scatter plot, showing the time spent on each of the

60 624 Tiger and ChocoPy code completion invocations against the number of AST nodes in the test file.

6.4 Analysis

The test results indicate that 70.60% of code completion invocations in our test set can be completed
in 1 000 ms or less, from being invoked to presenting the code completion proposals. In 99.17% of
cases the code completion algorithm itself completes within 1 000 ms, and the rest is accounted
for by the initial analysis. In 114 test cases (0.19%) the tests ran significantly slower, taking more
than 4 seconds to conclude for certain large test files with many declarations in scope.
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Table 2. Benchmark Results

Average Median 95th pctl 99th pctl Maximum

Tiger (Code Completion) 61 ms 35 ms 180 ms 414 ms 2 719 ms
Tiger (Initial Analysis) 206 ms 206 ms 458 ms 486 ms 836 ms
Tiger (Total) 267 ms 259 ms 595 ms 837 ms 2 808 ms

ChocoPy (Code Completion) 144 ms 18 ms 710 ms 991 ms 3 158 ms
ChocoPy (Initial Analysis) 967 ms 815 ms 2 029 ms 2 077 ms 2 871 ms
ChocoPy (Total) 1 111 ms 919 ms 2 603 ms 2 889 ms 5 104 ms

All (Code Completion) 113 ms 32 ms 675 ms 894 ms 3 158 ms
All (Initial Analysis) 683 ms 371 ms 1 991 ms 2 058 ms 2 871 ms
All (Total) 797 ms 422 ms 2 280 ms 2 785 ms 5 104 ms

The performance of this initial analysis depends on both the complexity of the static semantics
specification and the size of the program, and accounts for the empty space at the bottom of the
graph in fig. 10. As the test programs for ChocoPy get larger, the initial analysis also takes more
time. However, developers are working on making the analysis in Statix faster (and eventually
incremental), and this will also bring the total time down.

The performance of the code completion search strategy itself is governed by the number of
reachable declarations and the performance of the expandQuery strategy, which searches the scope
graph for all possible (sets of) declarations a query could resolve to. In the worst case, for 𝑛 dec-
larations this will try to find all 2𝑛 power sets of declarations, but in practice, most declarations
only resolve to a singleton set.

Distinct Checks. Apattern commonlywritten by language developers in their Statix specification
is to check whether a declaration is distinct by adding the declaration to the scope graph, followed
by an assertion that it is the only declaration in the scope graph:

declareType(s, x, T) :-
s ^> Type{x} with typeOfDecl T, ^/ add declaration to scope graph
typeOfDecl of Type{x} in s ^^> [_]. ^/ assert declaration is distinct

Performing code completion on the identifier placeholder of a declaration will expand on the
query constraint to find existing declarations. However, applying any of these declarations will al-
ways fail, as that would add a second declaration to the scope graph, making the query no longer
satisfiable. Therefore, code completion rejects all existing declarations, which is sound, but this
fruitless search of the scope graph does have a measurable negative performance impact. In prac-
tice, this will not be a problem, as users rarely invoke code completion on the name of a declaration.

Permissive Lookups. Similarly, another pattern sometimes used is to allow permissive lookups

when performing a query. This ensures that a possible error about duplicate declarations is shown
on the declaration site rather than the reference site.

lookupType(s, x) = T :- {x'}
typeOfDecl of Type{x} in s ^^> [(_, (Type{x'}, T)), _].

However, this query will cause our code completion algorithm to try all possible sets of declara-
tions that the query could resolve to, even though only the singleton sets are relevant. Again, this
has no impact on the soundness of the algorithm but does have a performance impact.

6.5 Threats to Validity

The performance tests were performed on stand-alone Tiger and ChocoPy files of up to 31 766
characters (1 091 lines, 8 060 AST nodes), where 60% are smaller than a 10 000 characters. While
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performance seems linear in the size of the program, our algorithm might show different perfor-
mance characteristics for much larger files or multiple dependent files. The performance of the
algorithm is mostly governed by the performance of the Statix solver, which for larger files will
have to track more variables in its unifier, and more nodes in the scope graph.

We were unable to test the algorithm on a language with a much larger static semantics speci-
fication, but we expect the size of the program to have a bigger impact on performance. A larger
specification mostly affects the number of rules that a predicate can be expanded into, whereas a
larger program affects the size of the context that the Statix solver has to deal with.

The code completion algorithm is parameterized by the language’s specification of static se-
mantics in Statix. While van Antwerpen et al. [2018] and Rouvoet et al. [2020] show that many
interesting name binding and type system concepts can be expressed in Statix, it is not clear what
language concepts Statix cannot express and therefore to which languages this code completion
approach does not apply.

7 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we compare our work to related work on code completion.

Code Completion in IDEs. Editors for programming languages in IDEs such Eclipse3 and IntelliJ4

provide mature and sophisticated code completion services. However, implementing these edi-
tor services requires a considerable implementation effort in addition to the other aspects of the
language implementation, an effort that has to be repeated for each IDE. Proposals such as the
Language Server Protocol5 (LSP) aim to reduce the extra effort required to support each editor,
but do not offer more than a common interface for the code completion editor service, one that
still requires a custom implementation for each language.

The value of our work is to provide a reliable code completion service without much additional
work for the language engineer, making the effort of implementing the service reusable between
languages. That is particularly interesting for language engineers working on new languages with
a small team.

Textual Language Workbenches. Language workbenches aim to support the implementation of
rich editors for (domain-specific) programming languages. This usually includes support for im-
plementing code completion, but typically requires language-specific implementation effort by the
language engineer.
Xtext supports the generation of IDEs in Eclipse and other platforms [Xtext Team 2021]. Xtext’s

generates basic support for code completion, including reference proposals, from the grammar and
scope providers. However, more sophisticated code completion needs to be implemented manually.
Code completion does not take validation (type checking) rules into account. Such checks need to
be built into code completion manually.
Rascal [Klint et al. 2009, 2010, 2019] provides TypePal, a framework for name analysis, type

checking, and type inference [Rascal 2021]. TypePal provides useful utilities for writing type check-
ers and a name analysis representation. However, code completion cannot be derived automati-
cally from such type checkers, but needs to be defined as a separate computation that takes the
analysis result from the type checker as a parameter.
Spoofax [Kats and Visser 2010] supports sound and complete syntactic code completion by rep-

resenting incompleteness through explicit placeholders and by synthesizing completion proposals

3https://www.eclipse.org/
4https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/
5https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol/
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from the grammar [de Souza Amorim et al. 2016].They use placeholder inference to propose exten-
sions of complete programs or to repair syntactic errors around the caret. We build on their work,
restricting the syntactically correct proposals further by applying type checking and through name
resolution in order to provide context-sensitive completion proposals. As future work, placeholder
inference could be extended to propose (quick) fixes for static semantic errors in programs.

Sasano and Choi [2021] use the postfix sentential form of a partial LR parse to determine can-
didates for code completion in a language-parametric way. However, they explicitly ignore any
syntax following the caret that might restrict the possible candidates. And, as the title of the paper
suggests, they focus only on syntactic code completion; the types and scoping rules of the program
are ignored and identifiers are not proposed.Therefore, their approach might propose completions
that introduce semantic errors into the program.

Structure Editors. Structure editors or projectional editors operate on a structured representation
via a projection of that representation. Representation of incomplete programs and completing
such placeholders by means of code completion is an essential aspect of such editors.

The MPS language workbench is based on projectional editing [Jetbrains 2021]. A language is
defined by means of a structure definition, characterizing the abstract structure of programs. An
editor is created by defining projections and editing actions on structures. While MPS supports a
rich set of projections (including graphical and diagram languages), it does not support automatic
derivation of sound and complete synthesis of code completions from a language definition, includ-
ing its static semantics. Edit actions in MPS are not guaranteed to be sound with respect to the
type system rules of the language. That is, type constraints and other well-formedness constraints
are not considered and need to be duplicated when synthesizing completion proposals.

Steimann et al. [2017] address this issue in a prototype robust projectional editor extending MPS
that supports robust editing, i.e., editing that leaves a well-formed program well-formed. This is re-
alized by complementing the possibly unsound basic edits of MPS by proposing additional edits
that repair the model to restore well-formedness. This can not only filter out invalid edits, but
may also involve making non-local changes in the program. The RPE is realized by encoding well-
formedness as a constraint satisfaction problem and computing edit operations using constraint
solving techniques. Because it would be too time-consuming to compute all possible edit scenarios,
and too unwieldy for the user to use, the RPE has an interactive solution space explorer that starts
with few solutions and expands only upon specific user request. In this work, we focus on the more
basic operation of code completions, but provide a predictable editor service. Furthermore, robust
editing in the RPE can only be applied to entirely well-formed programs. In contrast, the Statix
solver we use can deal with programs with errors; it solves as many constraints as it can and re-
port the failing constraints as errors. By extension, our code completion algorithm can synthesize
sound completion proposals for the placeholder, by ignoring errors in the rest of the program.
Hazelnut [Omar et al. 2017] is a structure editor based on a typed lambda calculus with holes,

that is designed to study formal models and general principles of (structure) editing. This includes
the construction of programs with locally type incorrect terms through non-empty holes, which
form a type barrier between an expected type and a provided type. The Hazelnut calculus formal-
izes edit actions to manipulate programs with (non-empty) holes such that types are preserved.
Subsequent work by Omar et al. [2019] and Lubin et al. [2020] explore the execution and program
synthesis of programs with holes. These are interesting avenues to explore. While we have not ex-
tended our language definitions with explicit non-empty holes, proposals such as subterms.$LExp
in our running example are in fact similar. While subterms is not type correct in the context of the
placeholder, a possible ‘continuation’ could be. It would be useful to generalize such edit contexts.
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Reusing Compiler Tools. Our code completion algorithm is reusable across languages in the
Spoofax language workbench. There are other approaches to reusable compiler tools or interfaces
for them.

Luo et al. [2019] propose MagpieBridge, an approach to integrate static analysis in IDEs and
editors similar to Language Server Protocol (LSP). They do this by integrating Soot, Doop, and
WALA-based analysis through MagpieBridge with LSP, supporting any editor that supports LSP.

Söderberg and Hedin [2011] use reference attribute grammars (RAGs) in JastAdd to define se-
mantic editor services, where large parts of existing RAG-based compilers can be reused. Their
code completion service returns only ‘accesses’ (declarations) and no syntax.

Pacak and Erdweg [2019] describe their vision for a semantic editor service by translating the
typing rules to Datalog, and use existing Datalog solvers to not only verify the correctness of a
program but also to answer ‘code completion’ queries: given a type, find expressions and variables
of that type in scope. However, their translation into Datalog has to deal with infinite domains of
types and typing contexts, and is not language-parametric.

Name Capture andQualified Names. Name capture concerns the introduction of a reference to a
different declaration than intended. The name-fix algorithm of Erdweg et al. [2014] repairs name
capture in code generators by computing a renaming of generated names. This kind of repair is
not needed for our code completion, since our algorithm only computes names that are in scope,
and thus are capture-free by construction. However, a limitation of our approach is that it will
not directly propose names that are shadowed, although the user can still reach them by insert-
ing the qualifier through code completion, and then invoking code completion on the qualified
placeholder.

In their work on identifier renaming for Java, Schäfer et al. [2008] introduce fixes for renamings
that would lead to capture by qualifying names. For example, introducing the prefix this. can de-
conflict a reference to a class variable and a method parameter. Translating that approach would
lead to proposing shadowed names if a deconflicting qualifier is available. It is an interesting fu-
ture extension of our work to provide language-specific extensions to our language-parametric
algorithm that provide such repairs.

Type-Directed Programming. In his work on Oleg, McBride [2000] developed a type theory with
holes, placeholders for components of programs, to formalize programs under development. This
work was later refined in the dependently typed language Epigram [McBride 2004; McBride and
McKinna 2004].This has inspired the development of type-directed programming in subsequent de-
pendently typed programming languages. Norell [2007] describes interaction points/holes in Agda,
which piggyback on how Agda represents meta-variables internally, using a constraint-based ap-
proach based on McBride’s treatment of meta-variables in Epigram. The language provides an
Emacs integration with support for elaborating pattern match cases, summarizing and visualizing
local bindings that could be used to fill the hole, and automatic code completion.The auto command
of Agda performs a type-directed proof search trying to find a completion proposal considering
constructors, local variables, and recursive calls, and picks the first candidate that fits [Lindblad
and Benke 2004]. However, the auto command is neither sound nor complete. Similar support is
provided by Idris [Brady 2013] and Haskell.

It is an interesting challenge to apply our code completion algorithm to dependently typed
languages. However, a complication of dependently typed programming languages is that the type
checker requires normalization (computation) at compile-time. In principle, Statix can be used to
specify a normalizer for type expressions. However, we have not defined a dependently typed
language in Statix, let alone experimented with code completion for such a language.
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Program Synthesis. Semantic code completion is a very limited form of program synthesis, where
the user intent is provided by the constraints imposed by the surrounding partial program, and
the search is performed over possible solver states. The search strategy performs an enumerative
search and checks whether each possible solution satisfies the program’s semantic constraint [Gul-
wani et al. 2017].

While program synthesis systems such as SKetch [Solar-Lezama 2009] can take the dynamic
semantics of the code into account, our code completion algorithm only uses the static semantics
as specified by the language developer.

Program synthesis also requires the user to specify a specification, query, or constraints to find
an appropriate solution, even when using top-down type-directed completion of partial expres-
sions [Perelman et al. 2012]. Static semantic code completion only needs the partial input program
and the static semantics specification of the language, without any additional user input.

Then again, contrary to most program synthesis, semantic code completion does not aim to
find the best solution or even all possible solutions exhaustively. Instead, it performs a breadth-
first search to find the immediately reachable (partial) solutions for the user to select from. This
search is directed by the semantic rules of the language, and rule specializations in the language
specification can be added to direct the search into certain directions for a more user-friendly
experience without affecting the completeness or soundness of the proposals.

Machine Learning. Asaduzzaman et al. [2014] and Raychev et al. [2014] use a large library of
examples and histories to determine completion proposals and their ranking, using heuristics
and statistical language models respectively. While these approaches can be largely language-
independent, they are not sound, complete, or suitable for languages such as DSLs, that do not
have a large code sample base to draw from. While we use a simple heuristic to rank proposals
(most specific first), it would be useful to involve some sort of statistical model in this ranking,
even in the face of small code bases or new languages.

Evaluation. Hellendoorn et al. [2019] conclude that many synthetic benchmarks do not match
real-world use of code completion. For example, real-world completion proposals were not clearly
focused on any particular group of tokens. Also, they indicate that ‘time saved’, the time differ-
ence between the user finding the code completion proposal and typing the syntax or identifier
manually, is often not a good measure, as the time between invoking code completion and ac-
cepting a proposal varies wildly. Their analysis is mostly geared toward code completion engines
that use heuristics and statistics for their proposals. In this work, we have focused on a correct-

by-construction derivation of code completion from language definitions. This is an important first
step, but improving the presentation of code completion, in particular, the ranking as noted above,
based on user evaluation will be an important future work.

8 FUTURE WORK

In this section, we discuss some opportunities for improvements to the code completion algorithms
usability or performance that do not impact its soundness or completeness.

Deterministic Expansion. Without impacting the soundness or completeness, the code comple-
tion algorithm should perform deterministic expansion when there is only one possible expansion
of a placeholder in a proposal. For example, for inserting a method call foo(Int, Int) that has two
parameters, code completion currently suggests foo($Exps), a method call with an argument list
of indeterminate length. Deterministic expansion on $Exps would find that the only possible ex-
pansion is $Exp, $Exp, a list of two argument placeholders, and therefore code completion should
immediately suggest foo($Exp, $Exp) instead.
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We have an implementation of deterministic expansion, but for each placeholder in each pro-
posal, it wasted a lot of time searching for a single expansion when there was none, and this had
a significant negative impact on the overall performance. Therefore, we dropped it from this pa-
per, but one proposal is to amend the static semantics specification with annotations that indicate
when applying deterministic expansion makes sense.

Heuristics for Expansion. We currently expand a predicate only once, unless it is a plain injec-
tion of the form Stmt = Exp. To manually force the algorithm to expand further, rule specialization
(section 4.5) can be used. However, we would like to identify a reliable heuristic that can automat-
ically determine whether to continue expanding a proposal and when to stop. Similarly, when the
proposal includes a placeholder that, when expanded several times more, could expand to a name,
it would be better to present the user with this name than a placeholder.

Ranking Proposals. Ranking proposals was out of the scope for this paper, and therefore we
ranked proposals by their specificity. However, we could employ statistical and/or example-based
code completion techniques [Asaduzzaman et al. 2014, 2016; Bruch et al. 2009; Raychev et al. 2014],
although their use might be hampered by the limited codebases available for certain DSLs.

Parallelization. While our implementation of the code completion algorithm is single-threaded,
one possible optimization is to run the search strategies in parallel. This would be made possible
by the search states being immutable, and the search strategy not sharing mutable state. A related
improvement could be to show the code completion proposals to the user as they are being discov-
ered by the algorithm, while the algorithm continues exploring alternatives in the background.

Search Strategies. The search strategies are not only useful for code completion, but potentially
also in other language-parametric editor services that depend on the program’s static analysis.
In future work, we would like to investigate code generation, code navigation, structural search
and replace, linting, and various refactorings. The search strategies could also be used to provide
intelligent suggestions, such as relating parameter names in completion proposals to similarly
named (and type compatible) variables in scope. Debuggers that display relevant information in
the scope around a breakpoint could also benefit from search strategies to find, for example, the
values of all variables in scope, or the members of a particular object.

9 CONCLUSION

We have presented a language-parametric code completion editor service that is sound and com-
plete. It uses search strategies to find all type-safe proposals, including syntax, identifiers, and
function calls. It does this language-parametrically for languages defined in the Spoofax language
workbench, relying only on the Statix constraint solver and the existing syntax-directed static se-
mantics specification of the object language. Minimal effort is needed to produce a complete list of
sound proposals, but small changes to the static semantics specification can be used to direct code
completion to produce more useful proposals. Through three steps of expanding predicates, injec-
tions, and queries, it attempts to find a set of useful proposals, one of which the user can select and
insert at the caret location in the source code document. The algorithm rejects unsound proposals,
and we demonstrated its completeness with respect to the static semantics specification by having
the algorithm reconstruct test files from scratch using repeated invocations of code completion.
We have applied our algorithm to Tiger and ChocoPy for the tests in the evaluation, and Micro-C♯

for the examples in this paper.
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